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A preliminary account is fi,iven of the possible application of theories of first and second order transmons to
discontinuities in activation energy of flow observed in several di-hydroxylic liquids. !t is shown that the specific heal data
for ethylene glycol (CH20H) 2 are consistent with the idea 'hat the extra change in internal energy due to molecular associ-
ation or ordering over the r.lOge 28 ° to 68 cC. is about one half of the change in flow acti vation energy over the same range.

Assuming that the molecular ordering corresponding [Q each jump in activation energy is similar in effect to the
well known order p disorder transitions for magnetism and for alloys like ~-brass, an estimate can be made of the
height of the anomalous specific heat peaks to be expected. This Comes out to be of the order of C.Ol cal./g./"e. for
ethylene g'ycol, which would not be readily observed by conventional calorimetry, but is well within the power of microcal-
orirnctric methods.

I. Basic Considerations

This communication gives a preliminary
account of the possible application of theories of
first and second order transitions to the sharp
discontinuities in activation energy, e, and the
level-structure found experimentally in the di-
hydroxylic liquids, ethylene glycol,I,2 (CH20H)z,
and water.! both shown in Fig. I, (solid circles)
and later in mixtures of water and ethyl alcohol, 4

cf. Fig. I, middle curve (hollow circles). These
discontinuities open up speculation regarding the
possibility of a series of latent heat steps or
else specific heat anomalies, of a magnitude related
to the depths of the discontinuities in the activa-
ation energy graphs. If we consider that these
discontinuities result from a partial breakdown or
other change of the regular structure of the mole-
cular aggregates in these hydroxylic liquids, of
which an extreme form would be the splitting of
an aggregate into two smaller ones, we can make
the reasonable assumption that the potential
energy absorbed by the aggregate on becoming
'disordered' is a fraction, say one-half, of the
change in activation energy, ~e, between ad-
jacent aggregates in flow. It then follows that the
graphs of Fig. I should with the sign of e re-
versed give a measure ofthe internal energy changes
due to varying association within the liquid as the
temperature is varied.

Quantitatively, we can see that the total
internal energy change due to association when
estimated in this way from Fig. I is consistent with
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the specific heat data for ethylene glycol. Thus,
in going 40 degrees from 28QC. to 68 cC., we have

~(EjR) = ~(ejk) ,= IOOO x (2.96 - 3.56) =
--600 cal. j mole.,

whence

~U = -t ~Ec:: -! R x (-600) 0": 600 cal.fmole,

(r)

which would correspond to an average specific
heat contribution of 600j40 = IS cal.jOC.jmole,
i.e. 0.24 cal.jg.rC. This constitutes over one-
third of the observed specific heat of glycol, viz.
0-58 cal.jgfe., and bears comparison with the
difference of o. 16 c~l.jg.re. between the specific
heats of ethylene glycol and the non-hydrogen-
bonded benzene (0.42). The situation is not so
clear when one considers the individual energy
changes associated with each jump IlEjR = llejk
in Fig. I; this works out to be of the order of

1000IlU= -!1lE= -- -- R X (-0.08) = 80 cal.jmole
2

:.= 1.3 cal.jg., (2)

for glycol in the temperature range of 28°e. to
f8°e. This is such a sizeable quantity if given out
as a latent heat (at just one temperature) as to
make it unlikely that it could have escaped detec-
tion thus far. One is therefore led to consider a
mechanism whereby this change IlU would be
spread out over a considerable temperature in-
terval, thus producing a relatively much smaller
specific heat peak.



2. The Ordered Dornafn Approach
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In discussing the experimental data for flow
activation energy of dilute aqueous ethyl alcohol
in Part I of this series.s it was noted that the
step-like transition from one en rgy value to the
next in a hydroxylic liquid can be thought of as
similar in character to the well-known ferro-
magnetic ~ paramagnetic transformation or
the order e= disorder changes bserved in
several alloy systems, e.g. ~-brass, copper-gold, sil-
ver-zinc. The presence of anyone type of regular
domain in a substance produces a definite critical
transition temperature, T c, below which the
domains are more or less completely ordered,
while above it there is randomness of arrangement
within the domain.

Since the mechanism of single order ~
disorder (super-lattice) transitions is well under-
stood in solids according to the Bragg and Williams

theory.c we first consider for simplicity the case of
a hypothetical liquid showing an isolated disconti-
nuity in activation energy (Fig. 2(a)). Associated
with this, there will presumably be (long - range)
ordering of some sort that disappears fairly sharply
(Fig.2(h), thick line for Bragg and Williams order
parameter, S) at the critical transition tempera-
ture, Tc, and it is plausible that the internal energy
variation connected with the single jump of Fig.
2(a) will also follow a similar curve; the slope of the
ideal curve will be closely related to the anomalous
specific heat, cf. the thick full line in Fig. 2(C).
However, the short-range order 5,6 between close
neighbours will change rather more gradually on
passing through the transition temperature, as
shown schematically by the broken line in Fig. 2(b).
Since this short-range order determines the nearest
neighbour interactions important for the internal
energy, the corresponding derived specific heat
curve is more the sort of effect to be found experi-
mentally, cf. the anomalous specific heat curve
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Fig. 1.-Graphs showing the series of sharp jumps observed in the (previously published)· activation energy s for (i)
pure water (lowest curve), (ii) pure ethylene glycol (top curve) and (iii) 11% aqueous alcohol (middle curve, hollow circles).
The ordinates are (e/k)/1000=(E/R)/1000, thus giving kilocalories/mole x t. The broken line step at 3S'C. in the graph for

water indicates the extra step found when measurements were taken with au interval t.T = 1 deg. C.
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for ~-brass shown by the broken line in Fig. 2(C).

It is seen from Fig. 2 that about half of the
change in the internal energy (and the order
parameters) occurs in a temperature range of
aT = T cf 10, which can thus be used as a sort
of 'half-width' of the anomalous specific heat peak.
It follows that in a search for such an effect, the
peaks to be looked for would be of the order of

aujilT c:=.!ilEj(T.;jro) =5ilEjTc (3)
c:=.800jTc = 2.5 cal.jmolere. from eq.2
=0.04 cal.jg.re.,

which appears simple to detect by ordinary calori-
metry, as in the case of alloys, where the height
of the Cppeak is about 0.1 cal.jgpe. above the
normal specific heat.
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Fig. 2.(a)-\c).-Correlation of a single energy jump, represented
schematically at (a), with the temperature variation of order para-
meters, shown in (b) from T/Tc=O to about 1.2, and with Fig. 2(~),
showing the corresponding anomalous specific heat variations
associated with the ordering in crystalline materials. Solid lines for
long-range order, while the broken line curves take account of
short-range order, in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c).

3- Influence of Close Sequence of Disconti-
nuities

In the actual case of ethylene glycol and SImilar
liquids, on the other hand, one is faced with the
(probable) existence of a more or less regular
sequence of transitions corresponding to the steps
observed in Fig. I. While it may, to a first approxi-
mation, be assumed that the various transitions
do not have an appreciable physical interaction,
they will nevertheless combine to increase the
"background" specific heat at the peak corres-
ponding to anyone transition and to diminish the
height of the peak above this. The magnitude 01
this effect is considerable when the interval /lIT
between the peaks is much less than the half-width
IlT for each peak, and can be estimated as shown
in Fig. 3, where /lIT = aTj3.

(a)

If we fix our attention on the middle peak P
in the bottom half of Fig. 3, it is readily seen that
only the central portion of the peak extending'
over the range IIIT should be observed in the final
summation. However, the background due to the
neighbouring peaks is seen in the graphical sum-
mation at the top of Fig. 3 to produce a further
change of shape tending to make the peak more
nearly symmetrical, and the nett result is that the
heights of the peaks (above the background) are
diminished by a factor of about /lLTj(~/lT) =
20 IlITjT~. Using equation (3), we finally get for
the peak heights,

(b) roo s.T
20/lITjTc = ~--

c:=.1.8 /lEjTc

x /lEfTc (4a).

(4b)-

5/lEjTc X

(c)

for /lIT = 6°e. and Te ~ 320oe. Using the numeri-
• cal value of 2 X 80 cal.jmole for /lE, this finally

leads to a figure of 0.8 cal./molere. for the ob-
servable peak height, which corresponds to 0.0 I2
cal.jg.re. This is close to the limit of measurement
with ordinary calorimetric methods, and would
moreover be masked by the normal technique 01
using large measuring intervals and smoothing the
data. However, specific heat variations of this order
are well within the power of differential micro-
calorimetric methods, which can measure down to·
a fraction of one-thousandth of a calorie.

In conclusion, it must be noted that the values
of the peak heights (above background) in the case
of a close sequence of transitions depends very
markedly on the shape of the original peak, and
particularly on the character of the sharp drop
after the temperature Te, which would probably
be more gradual in the case of liquids. Conse-
quently, the figure of 0.012 cal.jg.re. estimated
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Fig. 3.-Diagrammatic representation of the smoothing and levelling, effect of the consecnti ve series of energy jumps at intervals

ill T = Il 1'/3.
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